Craig Berry

Medication Tracker

Tasks
1. Heart Medication - Easy enough, heart medication and relevant info is displayed at the opening of the app.
2. Physical Therapy - Completed by locating the “physical therapy” tab and clicking “Medication Info”. There I was presented with a modal window that displayed the exercise instructions.
3. X-Ray - Found x-ray in third tab on initial window. I then clicked the “set alerts” button and sent the relevant reminders.

Usability Issues
1. Feedback - List and grid buttons currently do not respond with any noticeable input.
2. Feedback - On the set alerts page the edit/delete buttons do not delete the alarms set.
3. Consistency - The buttons under each “tab” on the front page (for medicine and for appointments) are labeled “medication info” and “doctors note”. Should there be a “medication info” button under a PT Schedule?
4. Clearly marked exits - I was a little confused by the “confirm” button on the set alerts page. I thought confirm would close the window or reset the values in the “alarm”. Maybe if confirm was placed closer to the alarm settings and let the “back” button sit alone?
5. Clearly marked exits - While the upper hand “X” certainly closes the app maybe put a more clear exit button?
6. Good Error Messages - I was able to enter an alert that had no date or time, perhaps throw error if those fields are not filled?
7. Feedback - “Medication Info” does not appear to do anything when you click it for the 3rd tab “x-rays”.

Positive Comments
1. Simple/Natural Dialog - All messages/dialog are simple and relevant to the function they are paired with in the app.
2. Speak the Users Language - All messages/dialog are relevant to the medical field and would be clear to anyone using these types of services.
3. Minimize Memory Load - User has to do very little. There are only a few screens to deal with and each one has fairly clear form/function.
4. Prevent Error - I did not encounter any hard errors of any kind.
5. Good Error Messages - I did not encounter any error messages.
6. Help/Documentation - Not much documentation or help, though verbal instructions and visual cues are very clear leading the user forward through the app.